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HOUSE

A stunning Jacobean mansion house near
Westbury in Wiltshire.  Set in 25 acres of
glorious gardens and parkland, this is the
perfect location for outdoor events.

An established event management
company based in Wiltshire.  We specialise
in creating and delivering extraordinary
and bespoke events throughout the UK. 



TEAM BUILDING
 
We can create a team building package
to suit the requirements of your event. 
 You may wish for activities to
accompany a meeting or conference or
may wish to entertain clients.  We will
deliver a tailored program aimed at
creating unity and boosting team
morale.  We take care to ensure that the
events are all inclusive, providing a mix
of participative activities to suit all ages
and abilities.
 
Examples of activities that work well at
Heywood House are as follows:
 
Tree Climbing
The grand, established trees
throughout the estate lend themselves
to some very exciting tree climbing and
high wire opportunities.  Challenges
include zip wiring across the main
front lawn from the house to the lake,
'ring the bell' high wire challenge and
climbing into the canopies to enjoy the
amazing panoramic views.  For the less
adventurous, there are plenty of ways
the rest of the team can lend support
from the ground.
 
Wild Art
Using natural materials including
wood, stone and plants, teams work
peacefully to create artwork inspired
from the the surroundings under
professional guidance of local artists.
 
Duck Herding
A fun, interactive activity that involves
teams using a working sheepdog to
herd a gaggle of geese around an
obstacle course, all against the clock.



Axe Throwing
This sounds more dangerous than it
actually is!!  When else do you get the
opportunity to throw an axe in an
attempt to pop a balloon?  Other target
sports can be provided including
archery, air rifles, crossbows and laser
clay shooting.
 
Drum Workshop
A vibrant and energetic way to enhance
team communication.  Being involved
in the performance of diverse African
and Latin rhythms is a very satisfying
and interactive experience.  Samba
dancing can also be incorperated into
this workshop. 
 
Orienteering
Test old fashioned map and compass
skills on an extensive trail that can also
include the neighboring Clanger and
Pickett Woods.  The opportunity to
walk and talk with colleagues whilst
problem solving at the same time is a
simple and effective way of integrating
team members.  A very popular activity.
 
Foraging
You will be amazed at how much of the
British countryside you can eat!! With
professional guidance, teams learn
about wild food and will try their hand
at foraging before preparing and
tasting some of the produce.
 
Bushcraft Skills
We offer various bushcraft activities
including wood whittling and fire
starting.  Can your team boil a kettle to
make a cup of tea in 30 minutes in the
open air without the use of a lighter or
a match?
 
 



Catering
The catering team at Heywood House 
will provide delicious, locally sourced
ingredients and generous, wholesome
and nutritious meals to satisfy the
appetites of your active team members.
 
Event Infrastructure
We provide tents, marquees, sound
systems, toilets, power, scoring systems
and all the necessary equipment
required to ensure that your guests are
warm, dry and comfortable, whatever
the weather.
 
Event Management
Our service includes complete event
management from start to finish.  We
will work closely with you throughout
the planning stages of your event.  Your
dedicated event manager will be
present on the day to ensure that
everything runs seamlessly and
successfully.

 
Heywood House contact details:
Telephone: +44 (0) 1373 486800
Website:  www.heywoodhouse.com
Email:  landlord@heywoodhouse.com
 
Escapade Events contact details:
Telephone: +44 (0) 1249 782782
Website:  www.escapade-events.co.uk
Email:  info@escapade-events.co.uk
 

"I can't  express thanks enough for everything
you do to make our event as special as it is"
Fay Smith, Institue of Physics Publishing


